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The Wall  
Joe Murphy  
 
I talk to my head sometimes about how 
I’m a wall 
We talk in the language of brick  
And how the stars are big and go boom 
After a while. 
I tell you how time exists and how we will die like stars.  
I tell you there’s stuff that even gammon can’t do, 
Like work with beetroot. 
I tell you that I have no heart as alas  
I am stone 
If I was to have a heart it would be  
Of stone.  
I could be human if I were to be conscious 
Or I could be writing this poem 
If I wanted to. 
Yet I don’t, for I am talking to you.  
 
 
Gammon 
Joe Murphy 
 
It glistens with a raw xxxx as it stands on the 
podium of meats 
It’s a biblical meat sent down from Zeus 
To snap steak back to reality. 
 
Gammon yanks free the souls  
Of those eternally locked in purgatory 
To get their slice 
Of paradise.  
 
Every creature’s lovingly xxxx get their xxx to delight 
 
Gammon’s so succulent that the dark lord of hell is  
obliged to his share 
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Gammon lovingly watches down and protects us  
from all unruly redness on the xxx 
 
 
Old Things  
Joe Murphy 
 
I saw old things, silver and gems 
Asking to be worn. 
I saw old towering clocks  
that clicked every second. 
 
But I also saw 
Old grey men 
And old grey women. 
I smelt old stale air 
That made you grey.  
 

 
Beetroot 

Joe Murphy 
 

A bright red 
Sphere of blood 

Upturns many in disgust. 
The desolator of juicy meat 

Been used to punish 
Sinners since the Romans 

No good will  
come from the mess. 

 
 

* * * 
 
The Supermoon 
Nell Gardiner 
 
It hollowed the sky 
Staring, whole faced 
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Upon its world 
Like a lovely alien.  
 
It plunged into the night. 
God like.  
And we, human, not daring to move, 
Were swallowed by the light.  

 
 
Books   
Nell Gardiner 
 
There is a tree 
With a brittle, brown cloak 
And it will stand 
Until we cut it down 
 
Its rings of life 
They’ll flake away 
Smoothed out and ready 
White crisp wood 
 
The ink will flow 
Pressed upon the paper.  
Each story scrawled like black beetles 
Dormant, waiting to be read. 
 
Then some person,  
Plucks it from the shelf, 
Cracks the unwilling spine 
And breathes in the words.  
 
The Pheasant  
Nell Gardiner 
 
A stain of red 
Two yellow eyes 
And a fiery feather 
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Blinking car head lights 
Still standing  
In the wheel’s roar.  
 
The driver curses 
Sweaty, honking the horn 
It hops away 
Stupid bird?  
 
 
School 
Nell Gardiner  
 
Pencil knotted in fist desperately 
And the fear of tears on the final day 
Hymns ringing in the portraits’ ears 
Battering the brain are questions 
In an upside down world, 
Orange peel, zeal and young 
Lessons drift like mirages 
In the open, run 
The cold satisfaction of cross country.  
 
 
The World Is… 
Nell Gardiner   
 
A brittle fragment on a finger that can be chewed, cut or used.  
Is how much precious paper is given in return for something 
Is soft lilting melody usually sung to sleepy children 
A ticking instrument that tells the time 
A feeling or gesture of threat towards someone 
A crease in the water that if touched, breaks into hundreds of wrinkles 
A staining liquid that travels pages of snowy deserts in search of 
satisfaction 
A plump, crimson ball that is fleshy and white on the inside 
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Dripping  
Nell Gardiner 
 
Dripping curtains, 
Dripping diamonds 
Dripping silk 
Dripping marzipan 
Dripping fountains 
Dripping candle wax 
Dripping pendulum 
Dripping fairy tales 
Dripping mirrors 
Dripping minds 
Dripping clockwork 
Drip, drip, dripping time, 
Dripping with  
                    -     worthlessness 

-‐    wealth 
-‐    nothing  

 
 
The Oak Tree  
Nell Gardiner 
 
I talk to the oak tree, 
That opens its leafy arms, 
And gazes at the sky. 
I tell her I’m a mussel shell. 
We talk in the language of acorn. 
The stars listen to the words we say. 
The sea cannot return what it has taken. 
I tell her time will tick away 
And stays still when we listen. 
My heart is a lonely pebble  
Nestled beneath the sand. 
I tell her jellyfish can be dreams 
Owls can be wise men. 
And glass can be melted. 
The tree sways in the wind 
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My toe curls round a blade of grass. 
I tell her I missed you 
When the snow came.  
 

* *  * 
 
 

Two Houses  
Alex Maltby 
 
Two houses stand together on a hill 
I call out to them  
but 
they don’t reply. 
They are in love. 
When I wake up  
I talk to them  
And ask them how the night was 
but 
They don’t reply.  
They are in love.  
In the oxymoronic bliss, boring of the valley 
I tell them 
How I met 
A magical hyena over yonder in France 
but  
They don’t reply. 
I ask them of the whistle in the trees 
The little sparkles we see in the deep dark sky 
The rollercoaster of “love” 
I tell them of the finches in the trees 
And how the foxes bask in the sweet 
Summer 
Light 
Like ginger cakes baking in an oven 
 
I tell them that I wish I was in love.  
But 
They don’t reply 
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They love each other.  
 
 
The Rain in Pain 
Alex Maltby 
 
The rain was in pain 
And it cried out like no other 
The rain was a crane 
Flying, searching for its mother 
 
The rain cried to the night 
But he did not answer 
For the night was trying to cross the M5 
 
The rain was in pain 
The rain was a crane in pain 
The rain was a crane in pain, alone.  
 
The rain cried to the night 
But he did not answer 
He was trying to cross the M5 
As the lorries and the cars flew speeding by.  
 
 
Rich 
Alex Maltby 
 
Rich grass 
Rich soil 
Rich runner rabbits 
Rich rugged bark 
Rich sour apples 
Rich summer 
Rich silk 
Rich people 
Rich razor reds 
Rich soldier men  
Rich wedding cake 
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Rich random 
Rich twig twogs 
Rich paint men 
Rich richness 
Rich short beds 
Rich bygone besides 
Rich silver clogs 
Rich chubby cheeks 
Rich rolling carpets 
Rich ricocheting glass bags 
Rich rug  
 
 
The World Is… 
Alex Maltby 
 
an expression of yourself 
all of the knowledge possessed by a person 
an angry weather condition that runs around causing havoc 
a person who stands on a hill and yodels 
the emotion experienced, after grief 
an instrument, played by children with sticks 
a vessel that lifts you up into the sky 
somebody’s shoe that you can fit into through understanding  
 
 
Chalk/climbing (working title)  
Alex Maltby 
 
Chalk pervades the air 
Grains of bygone sand dribble down the wall 
Adventurers struggle up inclines, with inclinations of how to do so 
And as the sweet, mellow scent of ripe raspberries rises 
Rock music slouches and seeks for ears that will listen 
And yet 
Somehow 
It remains 
Quiet 
The same weathered stone surfaces call out for challenges by me  
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And those same challengers bask in the xxx sun and eat hummus 
And though the energy that radiates and ricochets off the rock itself  
It remains 
Somehow 
Quiet.  
 
 
Trees 
Alex Maltby 
 
Trees aren’t bitter 
as they have no way 
to talk to those  
who are 
 

 * *  * 
 

 
Journey in to Jealousy  
Shanelle Furtado 
 
The world is sickness that comes and goes 
The world is a method of transport that flies through the sky and is 
normally for longer journeys 
The world is an emotion to feel jealous of someone for something they 
have that you don’t 
The world is a planet where the inhabitants are humans and animals 
The world is a trick. A journey into your memories.  
The world is an object that gives light and makes rooms bright 
The world is a wish. Something that you want to happen  
The world is to put yourself in someone else’s position and to see in 
their  
perspective 
 
 
Night is a Face  
Shanelle Furtado 
 
The night is a lion;  
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Roaring furiously. 
The wind is playing songs  
from an old orchestra.  
The rain is glimmering and  
Falls down like diamonds 
The moon is full  
And sitting up in the sky 
The night is a face 
Watching down on us.  
 
 
Camping (working title)  
Shanelle Furtado 
 
In our tent there are sleeping bags of blue and grey. 
Outside, there are cottages and 
The grass is green and damp.  
Breakfast is bagels, bacon, yoghurt and other food.  
We play catch in the field with tennis balls 
And football and badminton as 
Well.  
We walk down the hills to one of the cottages 
To do poetry and writing 
We search for Oreos but they are all gone 
The sky is turning dark and we head back to our tents  
For bed.  
 

* *  * 
 
 
Panther 
Daisy Foley 
 
The night is an ebony panther 
Growling far away  
Playing with the moonbeams 
And chasing out the day 
 
Its eyes are sparkling silver 
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Glittering in the sky 
The anther’s staying silent 
Prowling round up high 
 
The night is an ebony panther 
Afraid to show his skin 
For panther pads off far too soon 
As day comes creeping in 
 
 
Majestic 
Daisy Foley 
 
Majestic Aladdin’s cave 
Majestic unreal towers 
Majestic spires leaving patterns 
Majestic perfect paintings 
Majestic ageing smells 
Majestic tweeting birds 
Majestic money drains 
Majestic stories writing themselves 
Majestic painted ceilings 
Majestic neatness 
Majestic care 
Majestic building bursting with ornate artefacts 
Majestic home empty of life 
 
Majestic ticking clocks failing to move time 
Majestic boredom  
 
 
My Cat 
Daisy Foley 
 
I talk to my cat.  
Her purr is a battery -  
charging me up.  
She leaps lightly onto my lap and warms my legs.  
I tell her I am an innocent kitten, begging for comfort.  
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My friend has been stolen by money, and exotic lands under unreal 
skies.  
My cat’s family have been invited into heaven over the years.  
I tell her that you cannot take back what has already become.  
You cannot bring back your birth or smile at your ancestors from long 
ago.  
I remind her that the sun is always here,  
even if it sometimes hides behind an ebony blanket.  
I remind her that the universe never comes to an end,  
even though someone will try to destroy it.  
I remind her that everything else will stop,  
no matter what we try.  
She stares at me with glittering emerald eyes.  
Her ginger fur feels silky and warm.  
She understands, and purrs a sweet, calming tune that envelops us -  
safety song.  
And now we are here, on the blood red sofa, 
lost in each other’s worlds.  
 

* *  * 
 
 
Hurley 
Daisy Foley 
 
The village is quiet and tranquil 
Emerald grass coats the idyllic landscape 
The sky has been painted sapphire and smudged with clouds 
The river flows silently - graceful 
Swans sprinkled across the water. 
Light dances on the surface, streaming 
From the golden sun. 
Llamas gaze at their surroundings 
Lazily, munching the shrubbery 
The campsites are dotted with rustling tents and 
Clattering caravans 
Families stroll down the riverside paths, 
Laughing joyfully.  
Boats glide over the water, ripples following their journeys. 
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As the day departs, a glow of happiness is emitted.  
 
 
The World is… 
Daisy Foley 
 
A white flower with a yellow middle 
A large amount of emotional or physical pain 
A house made of ice and snow 
Logic and care 
A round disc on a string that can be moved 
 
A positive bond involving kindness 
An eight-sided shape 
Strong compassion for another 
A container where you put a boiled egg when about to eat it 
A sound we make when we are tired 
 

* *  * 
 
 
Mum  
Amineh Abou Kerech 
 
Feeling deeply all the night 
Thinking all the day  
about us 
Wide open heart with shiny eyes 
Like magnesium 
Warm hands, holding me, always 
That makes me feel  
I’m in love 
 
 
The first tent 
Amineh Abou Kerech 
 
The first tent is the first day 
and the last night. First tent 
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under the rain and among the flowers 
  
I remembered my homeland 
I remembered the flowers when I was first planted 
how I waited day after day 
to grow among the grasses. 
  
There was a lake close to the tent 
The colour of the water was black, 
and in the depths were green algae 
and insects that sink into the water 
  
I remembered the children 
When they sank into the wide sea 
They screamed their loudest 
They screamed and said Mama 
They shouted and said, Sea, O Ghaddar 
  
There was a grove close to the tent. 
I walked on the stones and counted 
each step I took. I was afraid 
of any tiny shock. I was laughing 
but my heart trembled 
  
I remembered when I saw 
houses and orchards destroyed 
in front of my eyes. I saw spirits flying 
into the sky and bodies flooded with dust. 
  
Days pass, but the past does not move. 
 
 

* *  * 
 
Last Saturday 
Niamh McCarthy 
 
The drive lied. 
A premier gatebreak, arrival  
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With a stadium on the line of reality.  
Wait,  
And the smell of the red track 
Adrenaline with a growing stamina 
Like a flaw in reality -  
After all.  
 
 
Storm 
Niamh McCarthy 
 
Last night was a lion. 
We slept in the growl of his spitfire. 
It was male. 
And he was silhouetted in our minds. 
The long grass was dancing in  
the killing wind, 
like plane turbulence without gravity. 
The trees were giraffes beating 
air, and weak whistling penetrated our  
ears. 
It swirled, like spiralling air 
and retreated when dawn broke.  
Like a crease in the fold, 
dawn broke, like an oven mouth 
switching off the lion.  
We’re shrivelled, like sweet wrappers,  
in the Spanish tent 
when the storm says goodbye.  
 
 
Athlone 
Niamh McCarthy 
 
Smelling the piercing blue track 
Vivid like reality, bright like a dream.  
Cooling for a downfall.  
It’s a small world. A nervous world.  
Waiting to leave your imprint.  
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Your mark.  
The gun cracks and they all  
merge into one.  
Silencing the dark. Contrasting the 
blazing lights with thoughts. 
So tired you stick like a spring. 
Done is an instinct.  
Dying in the fresh 
Energy of yesterday.  
Thriving in the  
fire of tomorrow. 
Infernos are emerging. 
And you let yourself sink for a  
while.  
 

* *  * 
 
 
 
Order to the waiter 
Sammy Loehnis 
 
Steak 
Is the purest feeling of joy possible. 
Steak is the true meaning of bliss.  
Clouds, trees, rivers and winds veer off 
Their journeys 
For the very feeling 
Of steakness, 
Before diverging in their ways 
Again. 
The blade-edge of karma. The slit 
That governs the lawless lands, 
The sharpest tool known to philosophy. No gammon, pork, bacon or  
Chicken shall remain standing in the aura of steak. Steak. 
It lasts forever, yet it snaps by in the smallest moment there is, and it 
towers  
Above everything, yet can hide in the smallest of corners. 
There are people who seek this feeling, climb along its edge, attempt to 
slice through The maze of indefinite hydra heads. There is no excess of 
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steak, it fills only its own Space, but it can be heard speaking the godly 
language of iguanas 
In its whimsical ritual daydreams. Steak's aura draws in matter like a 
black hole, Creates a deep well in the earth, warps space-time's 
mysterious folds. Time is simply Lost in the soft tender oceans of steak's 
juices, its life liquids. Steak moves the fabric of Existence as a painter 
moves his brush, slicing and curving on the canvas of the 19th 
Dimension.  
Steak smiles and watches over the realm of everything ands nothing, 
with its blind,  All-knowing eyes. Its eyes focus time, light, gravity, space, 
antimatter, energy and Everything inbetween. Take a bite, and matter 
collapses, dark energy envelopes the Profound package of power, an 
effortless spiral stairway to heaven and a splayed Nebulaic burst of 
genius insanity streaks the heavens... 
Steak consumes time and the void of the ether. 
Steak is incomprehensible, 
Yet as clear as the water of the skies. 
 
I'll take mine medium-rare, please. 
 
 
Waddesdon Manor 
Sammy Loehnis 
 
Grand walls, 
Grand gates, 
Grand price, surely? 
 
Grand urns, 
Grand parents, 
Grand tables, 
Grand carpets, 
Grand mansion, 
Grand mansion tax? 
 
Grand paintings, 
Grand wigs, 
Grand tapestries, 
Grand dog, 
Grand fluff. 
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Grand dust, 
Grand names, 
Grand history, 
Grand staircases, 
Grand stones, 
 
Grand life, 
Grand, grand, grand... 
Grand. How many grand did it cost? 
 
 
Breathe 
Sammy Loehnis 
 
Everyone needs to breathe occasionally. 
Even dead people. 
Respiration is one of the seven essentialities. 
Like a comfy pair of shoes. 
Do it now.  
Just try it. (Not the shoe thing) 
The first thing any of us know is that 
O2 + C6H12O6 = H2O + CO2 + Energy 
Any pro breather knows this. 
 
 
In case of fire  
Sammy Loehnis 
 
IN CASE OF FIRE, BREAK GLASS 
IN CASE OF GLASS, DO NOT DROP 
IN CASE OF DROP, KEEP IT UP 
IN CASE OF UP, DON'T FLOAT AWAY 
IN CASE OF AWAY, GRIT YOUR TEETH 
IN CASE OF TEETH, USE FLOURIDE  
IN CASE OF FLOURIDE, USE TOOTHPASTE 
IN CASE OF TOOTHPASTE, WAVE A BRUSH AROUND YOUR 
MOUTH 
IN CASE OF MOUTH, DRINK PLENTY OF WATER 
IN CASE OF WATER, USE TO DOUSE FIRE 
IN CASE OF FIRE, BREAK GLASS 
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Playing with my name 
Sammy Loehnis 
Satan 
Arose 
Meticulously 
Machining 
Yo-yos 
 
Youthful 
Magicians 
Meditate 
About 
Spells 
 
Malaysian 
Authorities 
Yepped 
My 
Socks 
 
 
The World Is... 
Sammy Loehnis 
 
a device used to catch the wind and generate thrust 
an unpleasant/disturbing form of surprise 
a strong, shiny type of material used to build and create things 
an emotion of infectious happiness associated with festivity 
a spinning, 3D disc which gyrates and does tricks 
a spotty big cat which is at the top of the food chain 
a concept which supposes that something is the first of its kind 
a massive volcano. Heavily involved in mythology 
a measure or concept to describe how stably alive a person is 
a war general with a formidable land force but a weak navy 
a natural decision-making force which means you know things you 
weren't taught 
an ideological religious character responsible for everything that goes 
wrong 
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Talking to my car 
Sammy Loehnis 
 
I once went over to talk to my dream car, 
And I complimented it, even when  
it was sleepy and still I climbed inside,  
and touched the steering wheel,   
Snuggled down in the cossetting seat, 
Told it about its engine, how big,  
how many this, how many that, 
 
I looked in my pocket and found  
the key, I twisted it round, And it said  
hello to me, a little woofle of acknowledgement, 
I said, "Away with the rozzers!",  
and there were now no cops, 
"Fetch me my driving license!"  
a gleaming card of freedom appeared in my hand... 
 
Of course the picture has to look like a holiday mugshot. 
Clutch, accelerator, I know the tricks of the trade,  
and I give it a little woofle back in admiration. 
The engine noise a sonorous symphony of star-bound joy 
The astonishing thrust driving us up to the atmosphere, 
Along those winding B-roads of unbarred dexterity, 
Feel the rear wheels lift off, the exhaust pop and fart childishly, 
And the car talking back to me. It speaks like Othello,  
We chat through the milky paradise of dreams. 
Away we sped, into the sky, up into the racetrack  
That everyone knows is in heaven... 
 
 
Someone has called a non-Ferrari a Ferrari 
Sammy Loehnis 
 
How could they? 
The cantankerous, uncultured swines. 
They've done it again. 
All that glitters is gold, they snort, and once again, 
An innocent, now understandably disgruntled, Porsche Cayman has 
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been mistaken, 
Simply for its rare-steak redness, to be that stereotype supercar. 
A crime as unforgivable as calling 'burger' 'gammon' 
A scarcely believable miscarriage of justice, towards a perfectly nice 
sports car, 
Left with engine wheezing, headlights looking down despondently, 
And not a horsepower left in its body. 
 
 
School 
Sammy Loehnis 	 
 
Who did that? Noxious farts by someone at the back Lunchtime queue 
the closest thing to a full rugby scrum The endless RS (or whatever it's 
called this year) lessons It's not the school's fault, etc. etc. etc. Girls or 
boys giggling and interrupting In their futile attempts at rebellion The 
justice system'll get 'em, they say But it never does. Karma is by 
detention. Go get a distinction, is their dream The reality is that 
everything's still in Comic Sans. 
 
	  

* *  * 
 

	  
Playing with a Football in a Field of Long Grass  
Jemima Webster 
 
Fresh dew splatters my legs as I gambol through the long grass 
(waist high) with total disregard for my jeans.  
They are wet up to my knees now.  
I look at the long grass all around me.  
Some of it’s squashed. 
Now and then it’s brightened 
By cheerful specks of yellow.  
The ball soars through the air  
And disappears,  
A stampede of people after it.  
Some fall over, but not me.  
My limbs fly in all directions, 
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Helping me to just keep my balance.  
It’s cold, but I’m not.  
My face feels flushed from running 
In all directions.  
I’m not entirely sure how to describe 
The wild joy and excitement that took hold of me 
Even though I don’t like sport, 
Usually.  
 
 
Feelings (working title)  
Jemima Webster 
 
When a feeling starts to grow legs 
And scuttle around your mind,  
Surreptitiously committing parts of it  
To memory, 
You know it has taken roots. 
From there, you can choose 
To nurture it, put down titbits 
And saucers of water 
Or you can 
Squash it under your foot. 
 
 
Storm 
Jemima Webster 
 
The weather was a rat 
Scrabbling, scrubbling, scratching 
At the door of the tent. 
Persevering. 
It wheedled in an old musical voice 
Like a battered fiddle, 
“Let me in! Just one minute 
I promise I’ll be good. 
I only want a little bit of food.” 
 
But we didn’t hear it 
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Because we were talking too loud.  
 
 
At the Window 
Jemima Webster 
 
A face, freckled with rain droplets 
Appeared at the window.  
With hair fluffy and unruly 
Like storm clouds.  
Lightening flashed in her whirling, 
kaleidoscopic eyes. 
She pressed her nose hungrily 
Against the glass.  
Then she spoke, a sound 
Like the music of an orchestra.  
When she was realised no one was going to let 
Her in, she didn’t budge.  
She stayed there, pounding on the window all night.  
 
 
Portrait of a Manor (working title) 
Jemima Webster 
 
Large wedding cake, 
Large wreaths of ivy, 
Large trophy house. 
Large bed, large canopy. 
Large, grand and insecure.  
Large amounts of prejudice, 
And also armchairs.  
Large carpets, 
Large pictures, 
Large clocks, 
Large steps, 
Large trees, 
Large grounds, 
Large hills, 
Little squished orange.  
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Conversation with my Cat (working title) 
Jemima Webster 
 
I stroke my cat,  
As she rolls over and over, 
Chirruping. I speak French, “mon petit chaton”, 
Just to practise.  
I tell her here are more visible stars 
In the sky 
Than grains of sand on the planet. 
I tell her about star signs,  
That I am Libra: the scales, 
But somehow I can’t balance my life 
As well as I want to.  
I tell her I am the whispering spirit 
Of the leaves in autumn. 
The sun streams in and catches my eye 
As I kneel next to her chair.  
She is dazy and drunk on this sunlight. 
I tell her she is unique, a one o’clock dandelion 
In a field of eights.  
 
 
Ways to Write a Poem 
Jemima Webster 
 
Writing poems with complicated rules 
I feel confined like a caged tiger 
Not enough space to make it good 
Trying to find a line that satisfies me 
I don’t like these restrictions 
And now my caged tiger simile 
Is being questioned.  
 
 
How to do backwards crossovers 
Jemima Webster 
 
Skate backwards in a circle. 
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Ice skates slipping 
Across the rink, 
Barely looking over your shoulder 
Cross one foot over the other. Glide. 
Shift your weight to the crossed foot 
and take your other foot off the ice. 
Point your toes if possible. 
Bend your knees. Balance. Balance. 
Settle into your position. 
Keep your eyes fixed in the horizon.  
 
 
The Ball (working title) 
Jemima Webster 
 
The process of throwing and catching 
The ball 
Amuses me for hours, it seems.  
I watch the gentle curve 
Of the ball, mesmerised,  
In between throws and catches.  
The smack as it lands in my hands 
Causes and irrational joy and elation  
That nobody can explain. 
I run and jump for the ball, 
Getting more and more out of breath 
And excited. 
All this was mine until 
The ball entered the long grass 
Never to return.  
 
 
In Case of Fire  
Jemima Webster 
 
In case of fire, break glass 
In case of glass, do not drop. 
In case of droppings, avoid them.  
In case of avoidance, forgive each other.  
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In case of forgiveness, be happy.  
In case of happiness, throw a party.  
In case of parties, bring a present.  
In case of presents, take care of them.  
In case of care, be grateful for it.  
In case of gratitude, earn it.  
In case of earnings, save them. 
In case of saving, find out the problem.  
In case of problems, start a fire.  
In case of fire, break glass.  
 
 
Wild Rabbits  
Jemima Webster 
 
Hunched down, 
tense, ready 
to flee at the merest hint 
of a threat. 
Nibbling the plants hungrily 
like Victorian pickpockets 
at an all-you-can-eat buffet 
seemingly oblivious to everything else.  
almost invisible in the long grass. 
Patches peek through 
the green strands 
in every shade of brown.  
Delicate, slender and beautiful. I watch them silently.  
their wildness 
takes my breath away. 
They hop 
into the shrubbery  
vanishing into the crowd.  
 
 
Oetrange, Luxembourg 
Jemima Webster 
 
Animals: a cat, a dog. They hate each other.  
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I frolic with my cousins and brothers in the ballroom.  
My grandmother perpetually cooks delicious food.  
Homemade jam waits in the cupboard. 
We drive into the stables accompanied by the horses’ greetings. 
I think half the country must be green fields.  
An extremely large selection of books makes reading easy.  
Custard-filled pastries after lunch.  
A melting pot of languages. Foremost: Catalan.  
I sit down to a large festive meal with my family.  
 
 
Biography of My Hair 
Jemima Webster 
 
When I had long hair,  
I never failed to goad my mum, 
Every day, into doing my hair.  
High pony tails, high plaits, 
Bunches and low pony tails. 
Then for a year I had a side fringe  

-‐   a small section of shorter hair, really -  
it annoyed me, lost and found itself, 
and intensified my nervous habit 
of tucking my hair behind my ears, 
tenfold. 
Then, last August,  
I watched my hair fall from my shoulders 
With an undeniable sense of satisfaction. 
I’ve cut it again since then, once,  
But sometimes I still want to tie it up, 
Flick it over my shoulder.  
It’s the same now as it was when I was  
Three years old.  
Except it’s not sandy blonde any more.  
	  


